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Class Location: South

8649 63 Avenue, Phone (780) 469-1147

Class #: 1-4958

Classroom: S2 Teacher: Lois Miller

Description: Relax - no need to put on your exercise gear for this class. Just gather up a few scraps for 

the arcs and a few squares for the backgrounds and you're good to go. Easy to make it any size you 

want, from table runner to king size. Some paper piecing experience helpful but not necessary.
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SupplySupplySupplySupply    listlistlistlist

    - sewing machine and usual sewing supplies, including a seam ripper

    - all machine accessories and power cords

    - 1/4" foot for yopur machine

    - neutral thread for piecing

    - rotary cutter, ruler and mat

    - 12 1/2" ruler to square up blocks (optional but very useful)

    - Circle templates to cut arcs (optional but useful - will use 8 1/2" 

and 6 1/2" diameter circles)

    -"Add-a-quarter" rulers for paper piecing

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

        - 20 - 2 1/2" squares for each block arc (sample has 16 blocks)

        - 7" or larger squares - 2 squares each of two different colours f

or the backgrounds of

        each block (eg - colour A-32 squares, colour B-32 squares).  By us

ing bigger starter 

        background squares, your blocks can be larger and easier to trim t

o size

        - 2" squares of accent colour for center square of each block (16)

        - .1m for cornerstones (or pre-cut nine  1 1/2" squares)

        - .5m for sashing

        - .5m for inner border (yellow in sample)

        - .7m for outer border (blue in sample)

        - .3m for binding

        - 55" x 55" for backing
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        - 55" x 55" for batting

Pre-Class Prep:

        - if you cut the small and large squares before class, you will be 

saving a lot of cutting time in class

Policies

Payment is requested at the time of registration

Phone registrations are possible with a credit card

If the minimum enrolment is not reached 1 week before the class, it will b

e cancelled for a full refund.  OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS require 1 month notice 

for cancellation unless otherwise stated.

No REFUNDS will be given 6 days (or less) prior to the start date of the c

lass, (OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS 1 month)  however, you may send someone in your 

place.

Do not purchase your supplies until you are certain that the class is runn

ing.

Supply lists are available for each class.  Please ensure that you pick on

e up at one of either locations or visit our Web-site at:

www.centralsewing.com

Some classes utilize kits (at a nominal fee).
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